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CONFERENCE SUMMARY 2: EXPERIMENTS�J.J.M. FranseNaturkindig Laboratorium, Universiteit van AmsterdamValkenierstraat 65, Amsterdam, The Netherlands(Reeived July 10, 2002)We brie�y overview the highlights of some of the experimental paperspresented at SCES'02.PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 74.70.Tx, 75.30.Mb1. General remarksThe visit to the museum of the Jagellonian University on the �rst on-ferene day onfronted some of the partiipants to the SCES'02 in Krakówwith the �rst suessful attempt to liquefy air omponents by the two Pol-ish sientists, Karol Olszewski and Zygmunt Wróblewski, both professors ofthe Jagellonian University. Solid State Physis owes a lot to their disoverysine the liquefation of air was a major step in the further development ofthe ryogeni tehniques. The deviations in the spei� heat of solids fromthe DuLong�Petit law well below room temperature ould even better be as-ertained in the liquid-air temperature region. These deviations motivatedEinstein in 1907 to apply the energy quantization, introdued by Plankin 1900 to desribe the ultra-violet atastrophe in the emission spetra ofblak bodies, to the spei� heat data of diamond, a model further reevalu-ated by Debye in 1912 in order to produe the T 3-ontribution of the lattievibrations to the spei� heat of a solid at the lowest temperatures.The spei� heat plays an important role in the desription of the low-temperature eletroni exitations in the energy spetrum of solids and inpartiular, at artiulating the anomously large e�etive eletroni mass inheavy fermion systems. For that reason, spei� heat data were always ofentral interest to the SCES ommunity and experimental failities have� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1585)



1586 J.J.M. Fransebeen developed by the same ommunity to measure this quantity underextreme onditions at low temperatures. At this meeting, progress has beenreported for measuring the spei� heat along three di�erent diretions:� Aurate spei� heat data have been reported for temperatures downto 20 mK at whih the nulear ontribution has been subtrated fromthe raw data by using Mössbauer data for the nulear part in thespei� heat.� Spei� heat data have been reported at temperatures above 300 mKunder pressure up to 25 kbar.� Low-temperature spei� heat measurements have been performed instati �elds up to 45 T at the National Magnet Laboratory in Talla-hassee, Florida, USA.Eah of these results will be brie�y ommented on.Heavy-fermion physis has its origin in the study of anomalous low-temperature properties of a seleted series of erium and uranium om-pounds. That seleted series of ompounds has been disovered in sys-temati studies on a large number of (pseudo-)binary and (pseudo-)ternaryintermetalli erium and uranium ompounds. That is still the way theSCES-ommunity is undertaking a ontinuous searh of new examples ofstrongly orrelated eletron systems. The elements on whih this searh isbased has been extended from erium and uranium as the basi onstituentsto praseodymium, europium, and ytterbium. But still, the majority of theresearh e�orts is arried out on bulk samples of ompounds that are stablein nature. There is little work reported at this meeting on thin �lms, nanos-trutures or multi-layer ompounds. In that sense, this meeting is di�er-ent from, for instane, onferenes on magnetism where mesosopi physisstarts to dominate. Only a few ontributions at this onferene deal withquantum-dot phenomena and related nanostrutures. There is no doubtthat the arti�ial and lower dimensional strutures will also be introduedin the future programs of the SCES meetings.Sample quality has always been an essential point of disussion at theSCES meetings. Sample quality is usually ontrolled in EPMA and X-raydi�ration studies, and the sample purity by the residual resistivity at zerotemperature. Experiments are preferentially arried out on single-rystallinesamples in order to address the anisotropy of the physial properties. Single-rystal growth of the intermetalli ompounds is frequently arranged by aCzohralski three-ar melting equipment whih, for ongruently melting ma-terials, is an exellent approah. Nevertheless, in some ases improved qual-ity has been mentioned for single-rystalline samples prepared by the Trav-elling Solvent Floating Zone Tehnique in a multiple-mirror furnae. The



Conferene Summary 2: Experiments 1587advantage of this latter method is that non-ongruently melting ompoundsan be prepared as well. The tehnique has proven its great value in the pro-dution of the erami high-temperature superonduting materials. In thepast twenty-�ve years, a large part of the interest in heavy-fermion systemswent to the heavy-fermion superondutors suh as: CeCu2Si2, UBe13, UPt3,URu2Si2, UPd2Al3 et., i.e. the ompounds for whih the latent or the atualmagneti order is ombined with the superondutivity at temperatures be-low 1 K. Most of these ompounds are still a subjet of intense studies. Forthe ompound URu2Si2 the present interest is direted towards the hiddenorder that ontrols the transition at 17 K. For UBe13, detailed spei� heatand thermal expansion measurements on one and the same sample revealan anomaly in the thermal expansion that ould be related to the seondtransition in the phase-diagram of (U1�xThxx)Be13 for x-values roughly be-tween 0.02 and 0.04. The ompound UPt3 seems to be an exeption amongthe heavy-fermion superondutors, sine, apart from a theoretial paper onthe dual nature of the 5f states in this ompound, no further developmentshave been reported. There are, however, two reent reviews that have beenpublished elsewhere in Refs [1℄ and [2℄. It is also interesting to note thatsome of the old materials, like ZrZn2, MnSi, and Ni3Al, that were stud-ied in the sixties and seventies for their weak itinerant ferromagnetism, arenow inluded in the broader disussion of non-Fermi-liquid phenomena andquantum ritial points.Among the novel ompounds that are laimed to exhibit anomalous prop-erties, harateristi for strongly orrelated eletron systems, are the Pr-based �lled skutterudites. In ontrast to most of the other heavy-fermionompounds that borrow their importane from a further development ofthe desription of strongly orrelated eletron systems, the rare-earth based�lled skutterudites have spei� thermo-eletri properties whih ould beuseful for appliations. Su�iently large values for the �gure of merit Z(Z = S2=��, with S standing for the thermopower, � for the thermal on-dutivity, and � for the eletrial resistivity) are required in order to have theprodut of Z and T , the temperature, larger than one, whih is a onditionof their appliability. Espeially for these novel ompounds, large ollabora-tions have been formed that transform the ompetition into a o-operation.In any ase, the speed with whih this topi is developed is enormously high.



1588 J.J.M. Franse2. Magneti order in heavy-fermion systemsMagneti interations form an essential feature for the heavy-mass ele-trons that reveal e�etive eletron masses whih are two to three orders ofmagnitude larger than the free-eletron mass. In some ases, these intera-tions give rise to short-range magneti �utuations whih an be investigatedin neutron sattering experiments. In other ases, extremely small values,of the order parameter, in the range of 0.01 �B, are observed in muon�spinrotation experiments, whereas in other ompounds, magneti moments ofmarosopi values are found with sizeable values for the magneti orderingtemperature. For the uranium intermetallis these observations pose thequestion under whih onditions magneti moments are formed on the ura-nium ions. Magnetism and superondutivity in the uranium intermetalliswere very muh disussed in the seventies in terms of what was alled theHill plot: a lassi�ation of ompounds following the inter-uranium distane.The Hill limit with a value of about 4.5 Å, distinguishes ompounds thatshow superondutivity from those exhibiting some type of magneti or-der. Famous examples for superondutivity are the UX6 ompounds withX = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and inter-uranium distanes well below the Hill limit,whereas ompounds like the U3X4 series with X= As, Se, Te, and inter-uranium distanes well above the Hill limit show magneti order. Speialinterest attrated ompounds lose to the Hill limit and UAl2 appeared tobe one of them. In any ase, superondutivity was not expeted in om-pounds like UBe13 and UPt3, sine in both ompounds the value for theinter- uranium distane largely exeeds the Hill limit, these ompounds areplaed in the magneti half of the Hill plot. The atual observation of a lakof magneti order and the disovery of superondutivity in these two om-pounds instead, was a big surprise. An immediate answer to this problemwas the hybridisation of uranium f -states with the Pt 5d-states in ase ofUPt3 although that solution is ertainly less e�etive for UBe13. Anyhow,a new ategory of ompounds was born: the uranium-based heavy-fermionsuperondutors. Compounds that later were disovered and whih �t inthis ategory are: URu2Si2 and UPd2Al3. For all four ompounds superon-dutivity develops in the presene of strong magneti interations or evena magneti order. One of the series of ompounds in whih the e�ets ofhybridisation have been systematially investigated is the UTX series, withT a d-transition metal in the seond half of the d series and X a p-element.In ase we hoose for X the element Al and for the d series the 3d elementsFe, Co and Ni we �nd paramagneti behaviour over the full temperaturerange for UFeAl, strongly enhaned paramagnetism for UCoAl with a meta-magneti transition in high magneti �eld just as was found in YCo2, andantiferromagneti order below 19 K with a value for the uranium moment of



Conferene Summary 2: Experiments 15890.5 �B, approximately that for UNiAl. The two latter ompounds show largevalues for the eletroni spei� heat oe�ient  of 65 and 164 mJ/molK2,respetively, in ontrast to the relatively low value of 21 mJ/molK2 forUFeAl. The way magnetism develops in this series is asribed to the har-ateristis of the 5f�3d hybridisation.Another example an be disussed for a �xed d-element and a seriesof p elements with the inreasing ioni radius. In the series UCoX with Xequal to Al, Ga or Sn, magnetism develops from enhaned paramagnetism inUCoAl to ferromagneti order below 48 K and magneti moments of 0.2 �B,approximately for UCoGa and a T value of 80 K with a uranium momentof 0.9 �B, approximately for UCoSn. This development of magneti order isasribed to the variation in the 5f�3d�p hybridisation.High-pressure and alloying experiments have further eluidated thesesystematis. REFERENCES[1℄ J.J.M. Franse, Ata Phys. Pol. A 100, 153 (2001).[2℄ A. de Visser, Physia B 319, 233 (2002).


